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Foreword

Message from the Chair

Empowering the other half of the population
is an economic agenda; everybody wins.
#EachForEqual
Commonwealth Businesswomen Network (Kenya) brings
you the second edition of eSoko Magazine. I am excited to
report that we are now 54 Commonwealth nations. Adding
on to the 1 Billion women already in the Commonwealth,
increasing opportunities to Connect, Collaborate and do
Commerce.

discrimination, poor infrastructures (roads, digital) and
much more. This was captured in a report to be shared for
higher level discussions during the Business Forum and
the Women’s Forum happening at CHOGM 2020 in Kigali
Rwanda.
Possible solutions to those challenges include increasing
the number of girls transitioning from secondary level to
universities and tertiary education; increase number of
women on boards and policy making bodies; advocate for
gender parity.

As we celebrate the International Women’s Day March
2020, the call for gender parity and women empowerment
has never been louder. This year’s theme: I am Generation
Equality #eachforequal invites every boy and girl, man and
woman, to be the change we seek. Empowering the other
half of the population is an economic agenda; everybody
wins.

In the meantime, CBW Network is working extensively at
developing the first online platform that will connect 1 billion
women in the commonwealth to enable them Connect,
Collaborate and do Commerce in the 54 nations - on one
platform.

Leaders representing women in East Africa sat at a
roundtable discussion on International Women’s Day,
hosted by H.E Alison Chartres of the Australian Residence,
to discuss the challenges women in East Africa are facing as
they engage in cross border trade for goods and services.
Real case on the ground studies were shared by the
business women. Concluding that women friendly trade
policies only exist on paper on most boarders. They further
shared possible solutions that can be implemented at policy
level to solve local problems.

Exciting times ahead as we enter the second quarter of
the year; the 4th Commonwealth Businesswomen Network
Awards is happening at CHOGM. We will also be profiling
50 top business women of the Commonwealth in a
special edition. Look out for this and keep updated in the
Commonwealth Business Women Network Newsroom.
Nana Wanjau,
Chairperson, Commonwealth Businesswomen’s Network
(CBWN) National Leadership Group Kenya

Some of the challenges that were highlighted included
ignorance of their rights, lack of education, banking services,
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Opportunities,
Challenges and Barriers
to Women’s Participation
in Trade and Business:
A Case of Australia

Leadership

More than 1.3 million jobs have
been created in the Australian
economy since 2013, 56.7% of
these taken up by women.
By Alison Chartres,
Australian High Commissioner to Kenya, Tanzania,
Uganda & Rwanda; Ambassador to Burundi; Australian
representative to the East African Community; Permanent
Representative to UNEP and UN-Habitat; Ambassadordesignate to Somalia

To understand the dynamic of how businesses work and
how they affect women the world over, and lobby for
targeted support, it was necessary to have a picture of how
women in Australia are doing it.

•
•

In Australia currently, there are more women in the
workplace than ever before. Female full time employment
stands at the highest ever – 3.2 million from 12.5 million
people of working age. More than 1.3 million jobs have been
created in the Australian economy since 2013, 56.7% of
these taken up by women. As a result, the gender workforce
participation gap has narrowed down significantly. Over
this period, there has been greater focus on gender issues,
women in leadership and pay disparity.

•

Gender Distribution
Available statistic show that the gender pay gap is gradually
closing in – standing at 14.2% from 18.7% in November
2014. Since 2013, there are 300 companies that have
implemented gender equity strategies. This is an indication
of action towards closing the gender gap.

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

In June 2019, women held nearly 48% of Government board
positions, an increase of 2.1 percentage points on the
previous year. However, dialogue on women on boards and
CEOs is still ongoing to ensure an increase in this aspect.

More mentors and role models – women to women.
More flexible work practices, better parental leave and
care arrangements, child care subsidy.
Male Champions of Change initiative – heads of
government agencies, private sector and organizations.
Proactive policies and approaches – e.g. women as
Ambassadors.
24% of women in key management roles today is higher
than it has been but still not acceptable by any means
More Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women in the
workforce. – specific employment programs.
Boston Consulting Group and Cherie Blair Foundation
study – boosting number of female entrepreneurs to
parity with men would be worth between $71 and $135
billion Australian dollars.
Grants through women’s start up fund, Boosting Female
Founders, to increase entrepreneurship opportunities
and Future Female Entrepreneurs Program.
Focus on women experiencing domestic violence and
separation to participate in the economy – measures –
microfinance, support services.
Disability Employment Services.
Focus on STEM careers.

Ongoing Challenges in Australia
Women still less likely to be in workforce than men, spend
longer time outside the workforce and work part time at
more than twice the rate of men.
•
Women constitute 42% of all employees but just 25% of
executives.
•
Underrepresented in career pipeline.
•
2018 -19, only 17% of CEOs were women, only 10% for
large for profit companies.
•
Only 30% in key management roles.

The fact that the Australian Government is committed to
eliminate gender diversity, target of women holding 50% of
Government board positions overall, and women and men
each holding at least 40% of positions at the individual board
level.
To achieve this, there is need for:
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Speech by Amb. Dr.
Josephine Ojiambo,
on International
Women’s Day 2020
at the Residence of
the Australian High
Commissioner

Ambassador Dr. Josephine Ojiambo,
Honorary President, Commonwealth
Business Women Network Kenya

I am delighted to join you this
morning at the home of a colleague
and dear friend, Her Excellency
Alison Chartres, Australian High
Commissioner to Kenya, Tanzania,
Uganda & Rwanda; Ambassador to
Burundi; Australian representative
to the East African Community;
Permanent Representative to UNEP
and UN-Habitat; Ambassadordesignate to Somalia, who dedicates
time and effort to the concerns of
women. We are gathered to celebrate
International Women’s Day 2020
whose Theme is ‘I am Generation
Equality: Realizing Women’s Rights’.
The theme is aligned with UN
Women’s new multigenerational
campaign dubbed “Generation
Equality”.
At the very outset, together with
you, I wish to thank the Australian
Government for nominating a
woman as the HC of Australia to
Kenya, Burundi, Rwanda, and PR to
UNEP and UNHabitat and as Head
of Chancery. This affirms Australia’s
commitment on enhancing the
status of women. This is a testament
to Australia’s commitment to
empowering women.
Ladies and gentlemen, sometimes
being a woman is tough. Although

I love it, I can pinpoint specific
moments when I was acutely aware
that my gender meant I had a
barrier to overcome. At times, my
gender meant that I was expected,
even told, to be less. To be less
outspoken, to be less “edgy,” to take
up less space, to make less noise.
The feedback I and other women like
me, consistently received was to ‘be
smaller’. ‘Do anything but be yourself,
and certainly don’t challenge the
status quo’.
I’ve had to work really hard to not
allow that criticism to become part
of my psyche and I work with women
every day who struggle with the
pressure to be small and perfect.
I see all the ways internalizing that
expectation negatively impacts how
women show up in their lives and
care for themselves.
So, today, on International Women’s
Day 2020 let’s celebrate women
who are changing the odds, creating
new opportunities, saying and have
said the things we needed to hear,
and are inspiring us. Let us reflect
on inspirational stories from across
Africa.
On Women, Peace and Security
United Nations Security Council
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Resolution (UNSCR) 1325 through
national and regional action
plans has put in place systems to
challenge gender norms and other
injustices that contribute to women’s
oppression and perpetuate conflict
and insecurity.
The UNSCR is empowering women
to be actively involved in all stages of
conflict mitigation and peace building,
from conflict prevention to the
negotiation and implementation of
peace agreements.
During the Democratic Republic of
Congo’s peace negotiations held
in Sun City, South Africa in 2003,
President K. Masire, former President
of Botswana, ensured that 12 per
cent of negotiators at the table were
women.
In order to achieve lasting peace
agreements, it should be mandatory
to involve women. Peace-building
efforts should be gender-responsive.
On Women’s Political Participation
at All Levels
Young women need female role
models and mentors in order to
mold them to be courageous and to
take up leadership positions. Young
women, like their senior colleagues,
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are not voiceless or inactive observers
of political deliberations, but have the
ability to contribute effectively in all
democracies. Young women should
be given seats at the table to discuss
issues and be involved in decisionmaking that affects their lives.
Young women have taken to the
centre stage in fighting against
climate change. At just 16 years
old, Greta Thunberg started an
international youth movement
on climate change. The Swedish
teenager first staged a School
Strike for Climate in precincts of the
Swedish Parliament in August 2018.
Thunberg says she first heard about
climate change in 2011, when she
was eight years old, and could not
understand why so little was being
done about it. When will the Greta’s
of our times be invited to the table?
The 2013 Uganda elections resulted
in just one woman councilor taking
office after having more than a third
of women win seats in the previous
election. To address this gender
gap, a programme was initiated that
supported 55 women to consider
running for councillorships resulting
in an increase of female candidates
from 12 per cent in 2013 to 30 per
cent in 2017.
On Ending Violence Against
Women
Liberian President Ellen Johnson
Sirleaf was the first woman to lead
an African country. She ascended to
power through her fight for women’s
rights and her success in restoring
peace. Today, some of the powerful
grassroots women who brought
Sirleaf to power are at the forefront
of running what are known as ‘peace
huts’ and the ‘situation rooms’.
Spread across the country, the
purposes of these peace huts are to
put women in charge of mediating
domestic abuse and other family
disputes before they escalate,
to empower women through
entrepreneurial opportunities and to
educate them about their rights.
Male Champions
Zambia’s president, Edgar Chagwa
Lungu is a leading Male champion
for women. In every engagement HE

Let’s celebrate women who are changing the odds, creating new
opportunities, saying and have said the things we needed to
hear, and are inspiring us.

Lungu addresses the need to end
persistent gender inequalities and
empower women in the pursuit of
national development. He focuses
on fighting the continued scourge
of violence against women and girls
including trafficking and forced early
and child marriage at community
level. He works hand in hand with
local leaders and chiefs to achieve
these outcomes.
At the same time the Ministry of
Gender in Zambia has pledged
to invest in women’s economic
empowerment, such as through the
facilitation of access to and control
of land and other resources, and
enhanced credit for small to medium
businesses. The Zambian people
envision a government characterised
by the full participation of men and
women in decision-making processes,
and that aspires for sustainable
development where no one is left
behind on account of sex, age, social
or economic and health status.
Women and Climate Change
Climate change has the greatest
long-term impact on food security,
sanitation, life and livelihoods and
when it’s hot, women feel the heat
first. This is because they are the
farmers and most countries depend
on agricultural products for increased
economic growth.
According to UNEP, climate change
affects everyone, but certain
demographics and groups are at
greater risk. One such demographic is
women, who are more likely than men
to feel the negative consequences of
a warming planet. Women and girls
are particularly at risk when it comes
to climate change, but not enough
women are at the forefront of the
bold climate leadership around the
world. Together, to address these and
other global challenges, when women
hold hands, they turn their ideas and
daily efforts into solutions.
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A Word on The Commonwealth
The Commonwealth (CW) is headed
by womenfolk’s strong character. Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II Heads
then CW, Baroness Patricia Scotland
the CW Secretary General is the first
woman to hold this position. There
are only three female CW heads of
government among the 54 member
states. The CW secretariat programs
resources towards gender in its
Political, Governance, Socioeconomic
and Sustainable economic
development interventions.
The CW has both advanced
economies and developing countries
in its membership. 31 of our CW
members are small states, many of
which are island nations. The CW
helps to strengthen governance, build
inclusive institutions and promote
justice and human rights.
Your work in the CW as business
women helps to grow economies
and boost trade, empower young
people, and in conjunction with other
women’s activities addresses threats
such as climate change, debt and
inequality.
Every two years a summit of CW
Heads of governments is held in a
different member state (CHOGM) and
is chaired by that nation’s respective
Prime Minister or President. It is this
Prime Minister or president who
becomes the Commonwealth Chairin-Office until the next meeting.
The UK is the current chair in office.
This year, Rwanda – known as the
Land of a Thousand Hills, and home
to one third of the world’s population
of remaining mountain gorillas, will
host the 26th CHOGM. The 2020
CHOGM theme is ‘Delivering a
Connected Commonwealth.
I served as CW DSG, under two
Secretaries General, for a three year
term from 2015 to the beginning of
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2018. I reflect with a sense of pride
at the progress made by working on
equality for all. I recall our experience
then in strengthening the capabilities
of parliamentarians serving on the
Constitutional Review subcommittee
to write a new constitution for a
Commonwealth country.
This effort resulted in strengthened
language in the current report of
the sub-committees which makes
discrimination on the ground of
sexual orientation and gender
identity unlawful; the impact of this
work was further demonstrated when
that government publicly made a
commitment to the Human Rights
Council under the Universal Periodic
Review process that it was reviewing
its laws in this regard.
Discrimination is indeed bad for
human rights in the SDG era where
‘leaving no-one behind’ is a common
tie line.
Global Progress
The year 2019, marked 40 years since
the inception of the United Nations
Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Discrimination against
Women (CEDAW). The year 2020 is
even more significant in that it marks
25 years since the Beijing Platform for
Action was adopted at the 4th United
Nations World Conference in 1995.
It will also mark 20 years of the United
Nations Security Council Resolution
1325 on Women Peace and Security;
10 Years since UN Women was
formed and 10 Years of the Equality
Act 2010. 2020 also marks 64 years
of the United Nations Commission on
the Status of Women; 75 years since
the creation of the United Nations;
and 5 years of the Sustainable
Development Goals.
The Sustainable Development Goals
have at their core gender equality
and the empowerment of women
and girls as a priority, with gender
equality cutting across all the 17 goals
of the SDGs. The emphasis on gender
equality and the empowerment
of women and girls in the SDGs
indicates that the world cannot
achieve any or all of the Sustainable
Development Goals without securing
the full and equal rights of women

and girls, who form half of the world’s
population.
Despite the many instruments,
frameworks, initiatives and affirmative
actions, women and girls, and their
potential contributions to economic
advancement, political participation,
social progress and environmental
protection, etc. continue to be
marginalized. In failing to utilise
the potential and talents of the
female populations, the world has
been under investing in the human
capital needed to assure sustainable
development required to realise the
sustainable development goals by the
year 2030.
African Progress
African women continue to
demonstrate their willingness to
contribute to the global Gender
Agenda through their participation
in various women’s movements and
affirmative actions, including the
Beijing Platform for Action.
The year 2020 also brings together a
confluence of anniversaries for some
of Africa’s own continental initiatives
and affirmative actions on gender
equality and the empowerment of
women and girls.
It marks 26 years since the PreCongress of the 7th Pan African
Congress (PAC) held in Kampala in
Uganda; 16 years since the adoption
of the Maputo Protocol (African
Charter on Human and People’s
Rights of Women in Africa); 10 years
since the launch of the African
Women’s Decade by the African
Union; 10 years of GIMAC (Gender is
My Agenda Campaign) and 5 years
since the African Union declared
2015 as the AU Year of Women
Empowerment.
This is in addition to the various other
global initiatives and affirmed actions
aimed at the achievement of gender
equality and the empowerment of
women and girls, of which African
Women have been an integral part.
Let’s Turn to Kenya
Kenya still has significant challenges
to address. However, we have come a
long way from the 1960s when there
was hardly any mention of women in
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development policy.
Over the last 50 years there is
increased awareness of issues
affecting women, largely driven by
the women themselves. There has
been the increased establishment
and promotion of income generating
activities for women.
There have been efforts to compile
and document information on
women.There is a plethora of training
focusing on women and girls on
relevant skills to manage their own
agency and for the management of
projects.
There has been better coordination
and registration of women’s groups.
Our Head of State and several
National leaders articulate and
support women focused initiatives.
1.

So, convene a national summit
this year in Kenya on the
progress for women. Why
Kenya? Kenya hosted the first
Beijing conference. This year, a
major confluence of international
covenants converges on women.
Let’s take leaders on the globe in
taking stock of progress made for
women.

2.

National Kenyan processes,
including the Big Four Agenda,
offer women a remarkable
opening to participate in National
development. After all, women
are the central workforce in
manufacturing, women are major
consumers and providers of
health care. Women plant seeds,
till the land and harvest food
for families. Agriculture is about
women. Homes and houses are
made warm and functional by
women. We ask will the allocation
of the houses built under the
Big Four Agenda include a
mandatory allocation for the
genders.
The ongoing BBI discussions will
include themes on:
•
Inclusivity and National
Cohesion
•
The Big Four Agenda
•
Devolution
•
The Fight Against Corruption
•
Participation in Safety, Peace
and Security
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Women’s concerns cross cut
these five themes.
How can we engage women from
all walks more centrally in the BBI
process?
3.

Creating spaces for women and
CBWK
I look back to my earlier years
in women’s leadership and the
micro enterprise initiatives I
was part of in Kibera. We set up
merry-go-rounds that women
provided microcredit for women’s
startup businesses and that
contributed to their families’
welfare.
However even today, over fifteen
years later, the word ‘Micro
finance’ conjures up the face of a
woman suffering from disparity.
Yet the word ‘ Entrepreneur’
brings to mind a well-dressed
man with his briefcase at board
meetings.

We must move beyond small dreams
for women. 40 to 50 percent of small
businesses belong to women and we
all know it is easier to give loans to
these small businesses than to large
scale ones. However women must not
stay trapped in this small business
mold. Women wish to grow because
they too know what works.
We know what works. It’s cash flows
based in capital and contracts not on
assets and chattels.
We know that the benefits of cash
flows are better child nutrition,
reduced maternal deaths,
better health and literacy, civic
empowerment and more. We
know that smaller gender gaps in
economies are linked to greater
economic growth for countries and
regions. We can write the business
proposals ourselves.
What are we waiting for? We can build
our own capabilities, identify our own
talent as women and trade. This is the
mantra of CBWN.
Two days ago we attended the
first ever ‘Women in Film awards
ceremony’ which showcased the
exemplary work of women in the film
industry. It was an exceptional event

CBWK collaborated with the Women in film to
award women behind the camera, women who
produce props and costumes.
We awarded women actors, directors and
producers.
We appointed an envoy for Women in film!
We started a revolution!

because this is a male dominated
sector. What would women in this
sector celebrate?
CBWK collaborated with the Women
in Film to award women behind the
camera, women who produce props
and costumes. We awarded women
actors, directors and producers.
We appointed an envoy for Women
in film! We started a revolution! CBWK
wishes to empower, train and trade
with women in film. We also ask for
your support in uplifting the women in
this industry.

3.

4.

The easiest way to do so, is to watch
just one film produced by a women
a month. When you do so, identify
with the women in the film and then
empathise with their roles.
Whether the victims or the silent
beauties, they are women. Your
support will help them to aspire to
bolder and more visible roles on the
set.
The Commonwealth Business
Women’s Network has a 10-point
plan for increasing opportunities for
women to trade internationally.
Here are a few of these points that
you yourselves can implement.
1. Strengthen women’s voice and
agency in trade policy formulation
and in regional and multilateral
trade negotiations and related
fora. With Kenya’s first female
trade minister, we can be able to
formulate and bring changes to
the trade department.
2. Target Aid for Trade for women’s
economic empowerment.
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5.

Australia’s trade for investments
has been able to offer trade
for financing, economic
empowerment and when
supporting micro venture
businesses.
Support trade promotion
organisations, women’s business
associations and other support
institutions to play a leading
role in accelerating women’s
engagement with international
markets including through
women-led and gender-balanced
trade missions.
Focus on trade-related capacity
building - especially in growing
service sectors - to enhance
competitiveness and participation
in local, regional, and global
supply / value chains while
harnessing opportunities for ‘Born
Global’ firms.
Close the gender digital divide,
advance the use of e-commerce,
empower women entrepreneurs
in the digital economy and close
the mobile gender gap in low- and
middle income countries. This is
because women can use their
smartphones to get online to
market and sale their services at
the comfort of their homes.

I invite you to engage with us today
on what the CBW is doing to create
spaces for women. Support a fellow
woman.
When we change the way we as
women engage with each other,
we will change the way the world
perceives women.
Happy International Women’s day
2020!
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Save the Date

Commonwealth Businesswomen
Network is proud to announce the
4th Commonwealth Businesswomen
Excellence Awards to be held in
Kigali Rwanda
on Wednesday 24th June 2020.
Details for calling of nominations
to follow soon.
Please check our LinkedIn page
cbwn/linkedin for further updates.
linkedin.com/company/commonwealthbusinesswomensnetwork
9
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Media Release

Economic Empowerment
for the Commonwealth’s
billion plus women must
now be a strategic priority
By Arif Zaman,
Executive Director,
Commonwealth Business Women Network
(arif.zaman@cwbusinesswomen.org)

importance of access to internet in response to
landmark ‘The State of the Digital Economy in the
Commonwealth’ report.

The Commonwealth Businesswomen’s Network
(CBWN) is marking International Women’s Day and
Commonwealth Day 2020 with a call to action for
women across the Commonwealth to celebrate
their achievements and to connect and collaborate.
With a collective voice of women and girls in 54
Commonwealth countries, CBWN is calling for a
renewed commitment by Governments and the private
sector for women’s economic empowerment in terms
of action and acceleration.

The report shows only 18% of people living in lowincome Commonwealth countries have internet access,
compared to 85% in high-income countries. CBWN has
been working on the development of the first digital
platform across the Commonwealth’s 54 countries
creating a community space, a learning environment
and trading platform so women can connect and
collaborate.

“We are excited to have networks of like-minded
women already established in a range of
Commonwealth countries including Kenya, Nigeria,
Pakistan and Malaysia. Our founding Ground Partner
leaders in these countries are hosting events to
celebrate both 2020 International Women’s Day and
Commonwealth Day in March. More will follow in the
coming months.” Freda Miriklis, Chair of CBWN said.

CBWN is delighted to announce on International
Women’s Day and Commonwealth Day 2020 that this
is due to launch on International Girls in ICT Day on 23
April 2020.
With the next Commonwealth Heads of Government
Meeting in Rwanda in June this year, CBWN is delighted
to announce its 4th Commonwealth Businesswomen
Excellence Awards will be held on 24th June in Kigali.
CBWN will also be participating in the Fora of CHOGM
by facilitating panel discussion at the Commonwealth
Women’s Forum to address Women’s Leadership in the
Digital Economy and Women and International Trade.
“Today there are more than 200 million women
entrepreneurs worldwide. Women earn more than $10
trillion every year and this is expected to grow by $5
trillion over the next several years.

At the 12th Women’s Affairs Ministerial Meeting
in Nairobi last year, CBWN Executive Director, Arif
Zaman, highlighted the opportunities for women in the
Commonwealth such as women in digital economy; and
pathways and pipelines for mentorship and support for
women in business and girls.
This included a 10-point plan developed by women
across the Commonwealth for increasing opportunities
for women to trade internationally converting the
2018 CHOGM commitment by Heads of Government
to ‘increase opportunities for women to trade
internationally’ into measurable and clear outcomes
and impacts.

As former Prime Minster Theresa May said when
she addressed the Business Forum in CHOGM 2018,
‘If women played the same role as men in labour
markets, as much as $28 trillion would be added to
global GDP by 2025’. Women are the emerging growth
market that governments and companies cannot
ignore” Freda Miriklis, Chair of CBWN has said.

With its recent participation in the Commonwealth
Trade Connectivity Cluster Meetings, in London in
February 2020, CBWN joined the dialogue on the
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3rd Commonwealth Businesswomen Excellence
Awards – 19th April 2018, Mayfair Hotel London, as
part of the side events of CHOGM London 2018

About the Commonwealth Businesswomen’s
Network
Commonwealth Businesswomen’s Network (CBWN), a
Community Interest Company registered in the UK, in
adherence to and in affirmation of the Commonwealth
Charter (2013), works with women in business to
encourage, enable and embed women’s economic
empowerment.
This is achieved through connecting with
Commonwealth Governments, Non-Government
Organisations and business to identify opportunities
for the advancement of businesswomen: and by
influencing actions to facilitate implementation by
delivering activities, initiatives, products and services.
The core objectives and aims of CBWN is to support
and advocate global mandate by:
•
Supporting and encouraging the economic
potential of women and girls/youth.
•
•

Providing tools, finance and strategies for women
to progress as business owners, senior managers
and on to boards as directors.
Create a digital space for members of CBWN to
connect to share experiences, pool resources,
create trade opportunities, build relationships
and exchange knowledge to optimise global
opportunities.

•

Linking and supporting CBWN members to
agencies that provide technical assistance.

•

Advocating and communicating key messages to
policy-maker at major Commonwealth Ministerial
meetings including Ministers of Women’s Affairs,
Trade, IT, Law, Youth, Education, Health and Heads
of Government which CBWN often attends as an
accredited organisation.
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Gender and Trade

Why Investing in
Women in Trade
makes Common
Sense
Women reinvest up to 90% of their
income in the education, health and
nutrition of their family and community
By Gloria Atuheirwe
Director, Women and Trade,
TradeMark East Africa

According to the World Bank Report, “Profiting from Parity:
Unlocking the Potential of Women’s Businesses in Africa”,
advancing gender equality is smart economics, sound
business practice and essential development policy. There
is a growing body of evidence which shows that women
not only bear the brunt of poverty, but that women’s
empowerment is a central precondition for its elimination.
In many countries in Africa, the majority of small farmers are
women.

•

They produce crops that not only have enormous potential
for increased trade between African countries and with the
global market but also have a significant impact on food
security. Women are also involved in providing services
across borders and thousands of women cross borders
every day to buy and sell.

TMEA focuses her interventions on creating a gender
responsive trading environment, enabling increased access
to market and trading information, building networks and
platforms that collectively increase trade value and reduce
trade costs; and strengthening institutions to increase the
voice and influence of women in the trade space.

•
•
•
•

They invest more in their families than men do, in areas
such as education, health and nutrition, creating a secure
foundation for the future of their families and communities.

limited knowledge, skills and networks for sustainable
trade;
weak representation in decision making and influencing
trade reforms;
vulnerability to harassment and exploitation;
informality and trading in low value commodities and
services; and
limited access to finance, information and other trade
support services.

..... from a beneficiary Ms. Tumusiime Anah - “Before
the gender and trade project, I was basically a peasant.
Together with my husband, we depended on the food we
grew at home, lacked knowledge on cross border trade
and also feared crossing to Rwanda for any business
despite living near the border. I received training on
cross border trade, the use of a simplified certificate of
origin, and awareness on the free trade in the East African
Community partner states. I shared with my husband who
started by visiting the nearby market in Rwanda. He would
cross with a bicycle and ride to the markets in Yaramba
and Rushaki, where he bought 1 sack of beans and sugar,
which are very marketable at Katuna border. Today we are
have increased our trade to 10 sacks of beans and are able
to meet home needs and pay school fees for our children.”

So empowering women economically, especially through
their involvement in trade, creates job opportunities for
everyone. Yet, policy makers typically overlook women’s
contribution to trade and the challenges they face.
Through the Women in Trade Programme, TradeMark East
Africa (TMEA) seeks to increase the participation of women
entrepreneurs and traders in regional value chains and
to ensure that they enjoy greater economic benefits from
participating in regional and international trade.
TMEA is supported by 10 donors, including governments of
Belgium, Canada, Denmark, The European Union, Finland,
Ireland, Netherland, Norway, UK and US. The programme
will contribute to the increased social and economic
empowerment of women in trade and will directly benefit
150,000 women in trade from across Eastern Africa. TMEA
will do these by addressing persistent barriers to women’s
participation which include:
•
unfavorable policy and regulatory environment;

Women play a key role in trade in East Africa and could
potentially contribute towards further positioning trade as a
key driver of growth, employment and poverty reduction.
This is an investment worth making, giving thousands of
women the opportunity to not only participate, but lead East
Africa’s path to sustainable and inclusive growth.
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Profile - CommonWealth African Women

Bernahdette

Featuring Kenya

Bernahdette is articulate with a superior work ethic
and proven track record of adding value to business
operations. Avid supporter of genuine change and growth of
businesses and organisations. Passionate about progressive
professional and economic growth for women.
A commercial/procurement professional with over 13 years
progressive career in programme management, fund/
financial management, organizational development and
procurement. A wife and a loving mother of three.

Paveen Mbeda

Featuring Kenya

Trade Director
In her role as Trade Director at Commonwealth
Businesswomen Network – Kenya Chapter, Paveen is
focussed on helping women entrepreneurs to create new
opportunities for trade. This includes organising trade
missions and providing trade-related support to the training
and fundraising teams.
She has experience working with Danish and British
companies to access the Kenyan market, so is passionate
about working with Kenyan women entrepreneurs to
succeed in international markets. She has worked in
the areas of women economic empowerment, trade,
development and public sector financial management. She
holds a master’s degree in international and development
economics and is a member of Rotary International.

Mrs. Ratnayake

Featuring Sri Lanka

Designation: Chief Digital Officer (CDO) / General Manager
ICT, Ceylinco Life Insurance PLC. Previous: Chief Information
Office (CIO) / General Manager ICT, Ceylinco Life Insurance
PLC. Work Experience:Over 20 Years in Ceylinco Insurance
(Life Division). Achievements: Female ICT Leader of the Year
awarded by Sri Lanka Computer Society in 2013. First CIO
of the Ceylinco Insurance (Life Division). First to implement
and establish the IS Audit Division in Ceylinco Insurance (Life
Division). Women in IT – CIO of the Year 2017. Previous:
Over 22 years of work experience in Peoples Bank of Sri
Lanka & the Auditor General Department of Sri Lanka in
General Banking, IT and in IT Auditing. Higher Education:
MSc. in Computer Science in University of Colombo School
of Computing in Science. Professional Qualifications:
MBCS (British Computer Society), CITP, CISA (ISACA), MCS
School Education: Visakha Vidyalaya Colombo
Contact:
0772 – 084250, 0112461315
upa@isa.ceylife.lk
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Youth Corner

The youngest Chief
Administrative
Secretary (CAS) in
Kenya is a woman!
I want to amplify the use of
technology among the youth to
empower them to be employable
and to create jobs for others.

Nadia Abdalla
CAS - ICT, Innovation and Youth Affairs

Apart from lending a listening ear to your loved one,
encouraging them to get professional assistance is equally
important and where that is not possible, forming safe
spaces where people can talk about their issues is ideal.

Taking this position as the youngest CAS to ever hold office
is a reaffirmation of my passion and intent for the Kenyan
Youth. My Office has a mandate that was developed with
the youth at its center. Every day we work tirelessly to
ensure that the young people of Kenya are sensitized
about opportunities and have access to them, that they
are constantly being innovative and that they are rewarded
accordingly.

Social and national cohesion are at the center of a country’s
success. My office is constantly infiltrating Love, Peace and
Unity in the minds of Kenyans in order to breed a culture of
selflessness and forward thinking. We are working towards
attaining continuity in business and atmosphere throughout
election periods and this is first done by encouraging these
three values in the society we live in.

My mandate also focuses on restoring hope in the Kenyan
youth and helping them understand that you can make it
happen for yourself, if you apply yourself in the right things
and take up opportunities availed to you.

Lastly, I want to amplify the use of technology among the
youth to empower them to be employable and to create
jobs for others.

I want the youth to participate in building this nation and to
be well represented at the decision-making table. I endeavor
to see youths standing up for what they believe in and being
ethical in their workings so that they can continue to elevate
this country when the time is theirs.

The internet of things offers many opportunities for young
people to make an extra shilling and programs like Ajira, that
are available to young people should be taken advantage of
because they were made to serve the youth.

Innovation is at the heart of the ICT ministry and we are
working hard to ensure that innovative ideas are rewarded
and that young people see the fruit of efforts borne. The
ICT ministry has therefore introduced whitebox.go.ke, a
safe space that allows for the government to observe what
Kenyan youth are doing and take up the ideas from them.

I would like to assure Kenyan youth that I am in office to
serve them and that they should keep working hard because
hard work pays. In addition to that, I wish to dialogue
with them under the #KenyaIsMe Youth Dialogue forums,
understand their issues and attempt to solve them to the
best of my ability.

I am very intentional about mental health and I encourage
every Kenyan to seek mental wellness. Just like a car does
not function without an engine, mental health is paramount
and an individual cannot change the world when they are
not mentally settled.

#KenyaIsMe
Thank you.
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COMMUNICATING
SUCCESSFULLY AT WORK PLACES
By Linda Keya

We spend most of our time at our
places of occupation. And, a good
deal of that time is spent talking or
listening, either to clients, co-workers
or the boss. With all these talking and
listening going on, it is obvious that
using good communication skills is
significant.
However, we still encounter situations
where the people we are meant to
be communicating to allude to the
fact that they never understand your
message or they are always the last to
know.
Take for instance Martha; she
worked with one of the multinational
companies in Kenya. She claims to
have lost her job because she did
not follow her boss’s instructions.
According to her, she never heard or
rather hears what her boss often says
unless he repeats it at least once or
even twice, because he speaks very
fast. To make matters worse, she only

knew about her dismissal on the very
day she was given her letter despite
the fact that her managers had been
planning to lay her off for well over two
months following the incident.
Situations like those cause a lot
of anxiety, criticism, gossip and
discomfort. It could even result to low
productivity.
When you communicate, do it clearly,
at a comfortable pace, using easy
to understand vocabulary and in an
engaging tone and manner. Look out
for feedback. Also, strive to relay the
message before the listener loses
interest or misses the point altogether.
Good communication skills are the
only way for information to effectively
spread. Simon Osborne, a US based
management consultant gives us
some principles that can give your
communication strategy high chances
of success.
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Establish the need for each
communication
This spells out a greater
understanding of the reasons for the
communication, the information to be
communicated and what you expect
to gain from it.
Make it understandable
Ensure that the information being
communicated is clear to everyone,
relevant, of correct language,
expressed in a way that the people
for whom the information is intended
will understand and has the right
level of detail. Bear in mind that, too
much detail may cause some people
to switch off while scanty details may
give the impression that something is
being hidden or avoided.
Communicate often
If given only once, and with the
assumption that it has been
understood, communication efforts
may prove ineffective. Timing and
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frequency should also be a balancing
act that many organizations need
to strive to achieve. These could be
done by ensuring that before any
information is disseminated, identify
a clear purpose for it and keep
committed to that purpose. It is also
critical to relay the information as
soon as it comes. Saving important
communication with employees until
the end of the day or shift may reduce
chances of interest.
Try different methods and styles
It is worthwhile to note that different
people absorb information in different
ways. This makes it necessary for
information to be presented in varied
ways. One can use speech, writing,
group discussions, individually or
even with diagrams and pictures. This
enhances chances of understanding
the message.

done through self-assessment and
analysis forms. And while dealing with
communication between co-workers,
Osborne gives the following pointers
that may help get you on the way
to becoming a master in the art of
communication at your work place. By
keeping them in mind he says, you can
make your workdays more enjoyable
and give a healthy boost to your
career.
Formal or informal speech
It is always good to maintain formal
speech when having conversations at
the workplace. Informal speech could
be used too but only with co-workers
who are your friends or relative
too. He advises that the best way to
determine what type of speech to use
is by taking a look at what employees

Stay up to date in your field
Update yourself with what is going
on in your field of work by reading
available journals or visit pertinent
websites. This will make you capable
of holding intelligent and interesting
conversations on new developments
in your line of work and thus make you
an invaluable employee and colleague.
Keep it down and be discreet
Honestly, no one spends every
moment at work talking about work
related subjects. It is human to
drift into others issues like politics
of the day, weddings, our children
and families among other issues. It
is however appropriate to keep it
toned down and avoid having loud
conversations about things that are
not directly related to work. Also, make

As often as possible, make sure the
communication is two-way, meaning;
there must be an opportunity for
feedback in form of questions,
discussions and clarification. This
helps you to know whether the
information has been received or
understood.
Choose channels of communication
carefully
Cautiously choose and vary channels
of communication and keep them
open for feedback and responses.
Make contingency plans to cope with
misinterpretations and transmission
failures. Also, be flexible and willing to
change channels if the message and
situation demands it. For example, a
memo would be appropriate when
communicating positive information
whereas an individual conversation
will be good when correcting an
employee’s misconduct.
Invest in skill development
Make sure that the people who are
delivering the communication have the
skills to get the message across. For
instance, good written communication
skill, good presentation skills among
others. An organization may also
need to invest in the skills of those
being communicated with to increase
chances of understanding.
Monitor the effectiveness
Always include an assessment of
effectiveness to determine whether
or not the messages you are
communicating are getting through
to the target audience. This could be

whose careers have advanced over
time are doing.
Have a kind word for everyone
Always be ready to say a friendly
‘good morning’ or other kind words
to anyone you come in contact with
at your place of work regardless of
your position in the organization. This
makes you feel good about yourself
and makes the workplace enjoyable
for everyone.
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sure that this is done when you and
your co-workers workloads allows for
example over lunch and other breaks
from work.
Avoid being offensive
Make sure to be mindful of what you
say at work. Things like dirty jokes and
vulgar speech may be found offensive
by other people. Therefore, it would
be advisable to save those jokes and
the likes for after hours.
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Events

Business forum in partnership with
African Management Institute
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Events

CBWN-K AgriBusiness Forum in partnership with Jenga Capital. Women make up about 50% of the farm labour
force in Sub Saharan Africa, making it one of the top sources of employment for women and youth. If women had
the same access to productive resources as men, they could increase yields on their farms by 20 – 30%. This could
raise total agricultural output in developing countries by 2.5 – 4%, which could in turn reduce the number of hungry
people in the world by 12 - 17%.
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Film

The First WIFA Awards Ceremony
The selection process takes a three-stage process
1. Nominations by the public.
2. Five juries drawn from both the academia and the
industry will sit and go through the submissions.
3. Public voting for the nominated women filmmakers.

In the words of Meghan Markle, “Women don’t lack a voice,
they have the voice, they need to feel empowered to use it
and people need to be encouraged to listen.”
In this regard, BEYOND THE FILM LTD (BTF) saw the need
to design a women in film award geared to celebrate
and support the work of women filmmakers and
creatives in Kenya. From Directors, Writers, Producers,
Cinematographers, Editors and Sound Designers and other
women who work within all areas of film production.

There were 14 categories
Best Actress: Brenda Wairimu.
Best Director: Wanuri Kahiu
Best Newcomer Producer: Alice Wangui
Best Editor: Roselinda Roselida Taabu
Best Sound Designer: Mercy Adundo
Best Lighting: Caroline Kimeo
Best Producer: Appie Matere James
Best Script Writer: Natasha Likimani
Best Animator: Ngendo Mukii
Best Cinematographer: Wambui “Bo” Muigai
Best Make up Artist: Fatou Hassan
Best Costume Designer: Wambui Thimba
Best Set Designer: Naima Mungai
Most Influential Woman Personality: Njoki Muhoho

The first WIFA awards ceremony aims at bringing women
filmmakers together and provides a space where the
diversity of women filmmakers in Kenya is equally recognized
and celebrated. The awards director, Dr. Susan Gitimu, is the
director of Beyond The Film Ltd and a lecturer at Kenyatta
University, Department of Communication, Media, Film and
Theatre Studies.
The WIFA awards are scheduled were held on 4th March,
2020. The call for nominations opened on 15th December,
2019 and close on mid night 15th January, 2020. The
nominations were open to the public where one nominated
herself or receive nominations by someone else.
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Film
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Events

CBWN - International Women’s Day Pictorial
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Events
Author Yvonne Owuor launches her book The Dragonfly Sea at Prestige
Bookshop, Lavington Branch. In attendance is the Carpe Diem Book Club.
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Our Partners & Friends

The e-Soko online magazine is an initiative of the Commonwealth Businesswomen Network (Kenya).
E: Info@cbwkenya.co.ke • T: +254728257141 • FB: Commonwealth BusinessWomen Kenya
Content Coordination by Linda Keya • E: lindakeya@gmail.com | Design and Layout by Evolve Media Ltd • E: info@evolve.co.ke
The content of this e-Soko magazine does not necessarily reflect that of the editors or publishers.

“When we take as our theme ‘An Inclusive Commonwealth’ it is more vital than ever to focus
on full participation by women in all aspects of economic activity, and the Commonwealth
BusinessWomen’s Network makes an important contribution towards achieving this.”
Rt. Hon Patricia Scotland QC,
Commonwealth Secretary-General
The world’s women purchase 80% of the world’s goods, provide two-thirds of the world’s
labour, hold 10% of the world’s wealth - and just 1% of the property rights with women owned businesses winning less than 1% of procurement contracts from governments and
businesses. We are changing the narrative.
Ms. Nana Wanjau Chairperson,
Commonwealth BusinessWomen Network (Kenya)
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